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Intr»od.uc *ory Background 

The production of pulp and paper from the tropical hardwood 

foresta of the world présents a tremendous challenge. This arises for 

three main reasons. Firstly these forests cover a considerable area of 

the earth and are available in large quantities; secondly« they occur in 

parte of the world where there is often no alternative source of raw 

material for the manufacture of pulp and, from it. of paper. Tnirdly, 

and perhaps most Important of all, these woods do not lend themselves 

readily to the normal pulping processes used for making good grade pulps 

(and especially bleached pulpü) for use in paper manufacture. 

The past 50 years has already seen a phenomenal increase in the 

eonausption of paper and paper products throughout the world. This is 

bound to continue in the future 30 yeara of this century, and the rate 

of increase will obviously be very much greater in those countries whose 

paper consumption per head of population is at present relatively low. If 

one takes the United States having the highest per capita consumption of 

paper of all nations, namely 2.50 kilogrammes per annum and compares this 

Witti some of the smaller developing countries whose paper consumption is 

only a few kllograimes per head per annum, it will be appreciated that the 

magnitude of the gap can involve serious drains on the fibrous raw materials 

now available. Added to this is the fact that the high per capita consumption 

of the United States may well increase further, although this Is by no moans 

certain. If however it does ao, not only does the present gap between the 

smallest and the largest consumer have to be filled, but the top limit oan 

become even higher. 

It must be admitted that hitherto the increase in the consumption 
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of paper and paper products, great as it has been during the past few decades« 

has not been greatly hindered by lack of availability of fibrous raw materials. 

The problems rather have been those of production (i.e. mill capaolty) and of 

price and distribution. The reason for this is that, up to the present at 

any rate« the world resouroes of conventional paper making tree forests, and 

in particular the coniferous woods, have proved adequate for the world's 

requirements. In addition the Increasing use of the hardwoods from the 

temperate zones has supplemented the supplies of coniferous woods, and indeed 

has even created a specific demand which did not exist before. This latter 

is based on the intrinsic qualities of the hardwood pulps, modern methods of 

pulping, and the utilisation of pulps which enable these qualities and methods 

to be used to the best advantage. 

This tendency will no doubt oontinue in the future, but the tine 

will come when existing supplies of hardwood pulps will also be exhausted or 

depleted. In view of their relttiveJv long growth rate In the temperate zones, 

and especially in the northern parta of these zones, the question of replacement 

will become a problem. Some of the speoies are relatively fast-growing; 

eucalyptus is an example. These species no doubt will replace many of the 

conventional hardwoods at present being used for pulp. Tne work carried out 

in Australia in particular on the utilisation of eucalyptus, has played an 

important part In fclii;, connection. 

In the past the majority of papera were made of coniferous wood 

with a small proportion of hardwood pulp but the tendency now is for the 

reverso to apply, namely the uoe of as much hardwood as risible with the 

minimum amount of coniferous softwood consistent with obtaining paper of the 

right quality. However, there is a limit to which this tendency oan be forced, 
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because the coniferous pulps are more versatile than tho hardwood pulps. 

This nay be suntuari 3od briefly, if inadequately* by the dictum that one 

can make long fibres into short fibres, but one has to adopt devious 

methods to obtain the effect of a long-fibred pulp from short fibre material; 

additives     to the paper are one example, but they do not produce the samo 

all-round effect. 

These introductory remarks are desirable in order to place the 

position as regards the tropical hardwoods in its correct perspective.    If 

the tropical hardwoods could be used to produce pulps of the same quality, 

prie« and general characteristics as those produced from the tempsrate hard- 

woods» then the future of raw material supplies for the paper industry would 

appear to be assured for a long period, because the amount of tropioal hard- 

woods available Is so very vast. 

Unfortunately up to now this has not proved to be the case.   Tropioal 

hardwoods have often proved intractable to the normal pulping processes and 

moreover, they have certain inherent disadvantages as comparad with the 

oonlfers and temperate hardwoods, many of which are referred to below.   At 

présent they can be desoribed as no more than a possible but unattraotlve 

raw material for the manufacture of ordinary pulp and paper.    If to this is 

added the facts that they art located very oftun in inaccessible areas of the 

world from the point of view of tho main markets of paper pulpi tliat they are 

as a rule difficult to harvest and handle; and most important of all that they 

are very mixed in character, then it will bo appreciated that all these faotors 

tend to make them unpopular in the sense that thoy will only be used as a 

last resort or when it is possible to make pulp from them at an extremely 

low prloe. 

^^:.,..    ..,^...   ^..^. 
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An interesting feature of the tendencies reoorded above is the 

increasing use of local raw materials for the manufacture of paper pulp 

in countries in which there is a developing industry of thi3 nature.    This 

is quite understandable in countries which have supplies of local woods 

already known to be suitable, examples being coniferous v*ood3 in South 

Afrioa.    It also applies to non-woody materials such as bamboo in India» 

and to eucalyptus in numerous parts of the world and in particular Australia. 

It should however, be noted that in the majority of oases ths 

product is pulp for manufacture into paper in the countries which make it, 

and not pulp for export.    One exception of this nature is esparto grass in 

North Afrioa, which is made into pulp for export purposes.    Basasse derived 

from sugar cane is another outstanding example, since It is in use in a 

wide variety of areas throughout the world where 3ugar oane plantations 

exist. . A pulp industry based on tropical hardwoods is likely to be In an 

analogous position to thés? non« woe .iy fibres in oountries which do not 

have adequate supplies of coniferous trees.    On the other hand, a country 

which has both hardwoods and one or other of these alternatives to coniferous 

woods is more likely to choose the latter, because existing methods have 

shown that a better pulp is obtainable, and generally speaking, the capital 

cost of ohe plant to produce the pulp is lower. 

It will be seen fro:n the above general remarks that the us« of 

tropical hardwoods for the conventional types of paper and board suffsrs 

from some Important inherent disadvantages.    Tne purpose of this Papar is 

to examine these and to endeavour to indicate to what extent,  if at all« 

they can bo overcome in tha litjht of practical experience to date.    Ths 

trees dealt with arc those which ar-3 exclusive to tha troploal areas* and 

it is estimated that these comprine some 50$ of the forest areas of the 

worldj the magnitude and importance of the problem nay, therefor«, be gauged 
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from this fact. 

The subject is treated under the following main headings :- 

A. Characteristics of tropical hardwood forest». 

B. Location of the forests. 

C. Uniformity of the species. 

D. General properties of the woods. 

E. Species survey. 

P. Pulping methods. 

0. Investigational approach. 

II. Uses for tropical hardwood pulps. 

1. Examples. 

J. Conclusions. 

A. Characteristics of Tropical Hardwood Forests 

It is reasonably fair to state that the only feature which all 

tropical hardwoods have in common is their lack of common features! They 

vary tremendously in type« location and spaoies, and such variation is the 

basic oause of many of the problems involved. Soma possible methods of 

overcoming them sire dealt with below. Some of the various factors which 

go to make up this lack of common growing pattern are indioatud in the 

following paragraphs. 

B. Location of the Forests 

From their very nature these forests are in tropical areas and 

these are very often dlffioult and indeed, inaccessible areas from a 

geographical point of view. Moreover they are often unhealthy areas, 

although under modem operating conditi one this is a factor which can 

be largely eliminated from a health point of view. Tt nevertheless oounts 

from an amenity point of view, especially from that of those who have to 

work under tho conditions concerned. 



Probably the mangrove ilintrates this point as well as any 

species,    liiere is a wide variety of species of mangroves offering abundant 

material for paper pulp,  although none has ever been used successfully as 

such.    Probably they could be if they wore not located In suoh difficult 

terrain, because, as is well known, most of the true mangroves grow in 

swampy areas where harvesting is difficult - quite apart from the ultimate 

pulping process.    The importance of accessibility is a point which is 

appreciated only with difficulty by those accustoiri3d to the conventional 

forests and agricultural rosidues used for pulp manufacture. 

Tue writer ¡nade a study in the upper1 reaches of the Amazon some 

hundred mi Ins upstream from Manaus, where there were va3t areas of magnificent 

virgin forests which were completely unexplolted.    The only means of access 

was by launch, followed by the use of canoe through the smaller side streams 

of the main river.    Obviously the exploitation of these resources would 

require a considerable road building programme before the trees could even 

b3 brought to the riverside.    Prom \ 1ère they would ha/e to be transported 

on fairly large vessels; and even then there would be the minor problem of 

the vessels returning empty upstream against a strong current for further 

supplies.    Tt is extremely anl'.kely that, under these conditions, such 

forests could ba of economical value for the manufacture of paper pulp, 

quite apart from the question whether the trees themselves are really 

suitable for that purpose.    In this particular instance it was found that 

a lumber industry waa likely to prove more promisina but even then, the 

preliminary steps to be taken to solve  the transport problem involved a 

considerable initial capital cont.    A rather similar position existed in 

another study made by the. writer ¿n the lower Congo aroa.    However, there 

is little doubt that in the course of time these isolated areas of the 

world will be opened up by roads, railways or water communication, and 

J 
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the usage potential of the tropical forests will thereby be greatly 

Increased. 

Certain Inherent disadvantages will however« remain. Tropical 

foresta imply rain» indeed heavy rain, and operating under ouoh climatic 

conditions is always difficult, although not impassible with modern 

developments in machinery arid road making. However, it must always cost 

more to work under wet conditions than under dry conditions, and to this 

extent the disadvantage remaina. An excellent case in point was seen in 

a study made In the Benin area on the south coast of Nigeria where logging 

operations under wet weather conditions are carried out on a major 

scale. This» however* refers principally to sawn timbar wood, where the 

problems are rather different« and perhaps rather less exacting since 

whole trees have to be handled. 

Tropical forests differ from a conventional coniferous forest 

In other Important respects. With the latter the trees are usually cut 

during the winter period and floated down the rivers at the time of the 

thaw. This is a very convenient msthod of solving the handling problem. 

In many tropical areas the rivers are eithor Inadequate« or they flood» 

and In any case they fluctuate vary rapidly in width» depth and speed. 

Most Important of all» many of the tropical hard»oda will not float» and 

so tliis vary convenient mathod of transport is eliminated in areas where 

there are no properibads. 

C. MfQf#1flr of qracifi 

Apart from the question of physical characteristics» the mist 

important single feature of tropical hardwood forests is their heterogeneity. 

This means that a small forest or a small area of such trees can contain 

numerous species having widely different pulpwood characteristics. It Is 

imlmmmmmmmemmmfcilmiiiii 
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not unknown for sow» 5f000 different species to be identified in 

comparatively small artas, and of these as many as 150 can rank as 

principal species, 1».» species that deserve consideration from a 

palpine point of view and because of their frequency of occurrence. 

At- the other extras» it is possible to find areas where 15 major species, 

or ovan less, Hill oomprise 80# of tha total tre« population in ten» of 

number. 

It should be understood that the pulping characteristics of 

trees of different species can vary considerably, although it is not 

outside the bounds of possibility to ©volve a procese whieh will be 

satisfactory for them all in the sense that it will reduce the pulp to a 

oommon denominator.   However, each tree can give rise to individual problems 

such as those of resinous matterr, tannins, high silica content, and so on, 
olear 

so that the problem of obtaining a uniform tree mixture by/out ting is by 

no means easy to solve, and in many "aaea it is even impossible. 

In addition to th^ traeä in these forests vary tremendously 

aooordlng to their sise, shape and volume.   Tall trees of narrow girth 

and nhort trees of wide gi~th o an grow together, and tha proportions of 

ono or other or Intermedi ate grades can alter considerably from place to 

place in the same forest.    It is indeed astonishing how seleotive the tree 

population is in taking advantage of a particular set of favourable growing 

condìtlono supplied by Nature- purely by accident in many eases. 

Problems arising from lack of uniformity are much more accentuated 

in secondary forests as compared with virgin forests, as might be expooted. 

In the virgin tropical forests the ooajpatition for air, lignt and soil 

nutrients has reached an equilibrium, but in secondary   forests more species 

foreign to the original tree population have managed to establish themselves 

and the struggle for survival is much more acute.    This means that there are 
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fewer trees of the virgin type and a large number of species which are 

naturally stunted;or which by reason of their struggle for existence have 

not been able to maintain the uniform method of growth that one associâtes 

with virgin forests and which ia favoured by the forest user, as well as 

by the pulp .nanufacturer.    Secondary forests also contain» of course, a 

auch larger proportion of trees which are unsuitable for pulping by virtue 

of their physical oonditlon.    In some respects this can be an advantage, since 

their separate removal gives more room for manoeurvre in cutting the better 

types of tree.   On the other hand, what is removed has to be disposed of, 

and the labour involved in doing this is virtually wasted.    If the forest 

is clear-out, then on re-growing it contains a large proportion of these 

poorer grade growths. 

This question of uniformity or otherwise among the tropical hard- 

wood forests is discussed further below, and a oase study involving a species 

survey made in the Congo is also referred to. 

Again for reasons of location, the possibility of using «aste 

wood, branches, etc. from tropi o al forests would be much less than in 

conventional wood pulp practioe.    On the other hand whan there is an existing 

large saw mill there will be plenty of off-cuts available, whioh could form 

the raw material for a pulp mill.    This possibility has been Investigated   in 

Southern Nigeria and elsewhere, but the type of off outs obtained fro« the 

tropical woods (in the regions studied, at any rate) are such that they 

could not be economically made into palp for the better grades of paper 

owing to their varied nature, and the presence of a large proportion of 

baric, dirt, decayed wood, etc.    Indeed the rapidity with which wood is 

attacked by insects under tropical conditions onoe it is felled can 

influence the whole method of approach to pulping problems in troptoal 

countries.    The wood must bo used as soon as possible and stock piling, 

either in log or chip form, ia often ruled out unless special precautions 
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are taken. 

D. Peroral Properties of Tropical Hardwood Trees and Wood 

The only method of defining tropical hardwoods in the present 

context is to refer to them as those treas of the hardwoods (as distinct 

from the softwood) upocies, which grow under tropical conditions.    This 

is not quite the same as growinc in tropical ragions, because som? tropical 

regions have the climatic qualities of temperate zotico.    Tn<¡ forest lands 

of Kenya» for example, are virtually on the Equator but, by reason of their 

altitude, they resemble more closely the foresta oí'  the temperate zones of 

the world.    Incidentally most of the forest.3 exotic to that country are 

coniferous; they have been planted and  ire, therefore, quite alien to the 

normal type of tropical area.    However, oven true tropical climate can 

vary between place and place according to the altitude, prevailing winds« 

surroundings, 30il,  etc.    These can affect the duration and intensity of 

the rainy periods, and all these subt aties of climate are reflooted In 

the nature of the tree growth.    Tna definition of tropical hardwood« given 

abas, therefore,  is an extremely wide one. 

However,  it is possible to draw attention to a number of features 

of woods from these climatic areas wtiich are camion to many of the species, 

though not necessarily to all;    or to ail tu  the- aame extent.    Perhaps thfj 

best way of discussing them is in relationship to what one normally find« 

in the tree woods  (soft and hard) of the temperate yones.    The properties 

in question maybe summarised MS follows: 

1. Hardness 

Trie trees ure known -\s hardwoodr and a.; a ruic this is not 

literally a mianomer.    The wood is physically hard ina this very often 

is due to a hJrçh content of silica or other mineral matter.    This has a 
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noticeable effect on throughput during fell i ut; and subsequent chipping 

although it does not pose an insuperable problem. 

Of more Importance perhapE in the influença of the hardness 

effects on thy palpine process lined.     In the fi ret  place this can 

influence the degree  of penetration of  the chemical  into the chips, 

although not necessarily so;  secondly  the presence  of large quantities 

of silica,  if it is dissolved by  the black liquor,  can give rise to 

troubles in the subsequent washing of the  pulp and in the soda recovery 

process, where such a process is used.     An extreme example of a difficulty 

of  this kind, especially that due to silica,  arises in the case of rice 

straw.    Here it is virtually impossible to opsrate a soda recovery process 

when the alkaline procedure is used for making rice straw pulp.    Rice straw 

is,  of course, not a wood,  bat there are species of tropical hardwoods which 

have a silica content of the same order,  although suoli woods arc not at 

present pulping anecies. 

2. Wo 1 sture Content 

In general the moisture content of the« tropical hardwoods is 

filetier than   that of th•; wood., of the- temperate and northern zones. 

However, the most important feature of this property is the great 

variability from  me species to another,  and even from on') season to 

another for the ear»- spoclos.    Tims the moisture content can be up to 

HO% in some apaoios especially where those contain a high proportion of 

r.apwood ani particularly when they are felled during the rainy season. 

At the other extremo figures of nearly 200% have been reportad.    Sush a 

high moisture oontcnt is advantageous in uomo renpects but disadvantageous 

in others.    Un« of  its  advantages  is that certain of tue species are more 

easily barked in the moist state.    Howjver, much of the moisture han to 

bo transported with th? trees ani this can appreciably affect the trans port 

<:03%'s, especially whore,  as in many cases,   i,ho wood has  to bo carri«! some 
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distanco owi.g to the location of tì    pulp »ill Kith r.-apaet to the forests. 

in some cowries,   transport cost* duo to hi* moisture content 

can be reduced by «diamine the logs to dry out before they are transported. 

However,  it »oat *• re«er,d that the tropical hardwood grow in the 

tropica, and her« hi* humidities arc normal,  and the capacity to dry-out 

is correspondingly less. 

A high moisture content can also be undesirable    in that it 

increases the vulnerability or the »od to attack by insects and especially 

by fungi.    Hero aeain ther, .re biE variations  in the resistance properties 

of th3 wood to attack.    Home species avo very resistant to biological and 

bacteriological attack, but others axe extremely vulnerable and attack can 

be quite rapid.    A posaibl« method of dealing with this problem is by 

treatment with a preservative such as psntachlorophenol.    This method is 

quite widely used with commercial woods, such as those used for plywood, 

veneers ani furniture.    It could un **.bt he applied equally well to pulp 

wood for cellulose ^duc • : -,  *•  v, ,o,t  1s  likeLy t,, ba high and haling 

difficulties are likely to arise.    It .oat be remembered that the conventional 

method of doalins with pulp wood is to .hip it and store it in the for* of 

chip pilo,;   in U.J3 lorn,  the aurioce presented to attack is much greater 

than in the ease of Iocs,   especially where these retain their barks.    It 

„cerna highly probable that treatment of wood which ha, to bo stored in 

chip pilca would b. muoi, more extrusive than th- treatment of wood in log 

•   M      -   T-.I-.MV-TI to the value of the ultimate end-product. forni especially   x.i r.;lutJ.on  w  u*c »^»o v* 

').  Fibre;T)imeu!j.luv^j 

it is, of course, well known that tin fibre lengths of the hard- 

wood,, found in „emirate   .one, arc ^nerally  lee. than those of the conifera. 

T,ii0 san,' generali ^U m apuli,, also to the  tropical hardwoods.    He * again, 

however, we find o .in,,,1co or  the diverse priH^rtieo of auoh woods.   Even one 

. p,cic3 Itaci'' oin vary greatly in fibre dimensions.    As an axa«pla. teak 

can vary   U   fibre len-th from 0.4 * > 1.6 rm and in width from 1* to H 
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micron«.    «Caking the whole range of tropical hardwoods within the writer's 

oxparienee, the di mansions range from 0.25 to approximately 5 mm in length, 

and from 13 to #> microns in width; most are between 20 and }0 microns in 

the latter dimansion.    An interesting example of outstandinc interest is 

fluaanga smltih^i, since fibres of up to 75 microns in width have been recorded. 

There are also variations in the radius and in the average thickness of the 

fibre walls, namely fro» } to 10 microns; and tha important ratio of this 

thiokness to the radius can vary between 0.22 and O.90.    The percentage of 

wood substanoe in tha fibres also varies, and although data are incomplete, 

the recorded rang& (namely, 25 to BOJE) is ver,/ wide. 

It is possible that tho wide variations recorded above could give 

some lead as to the most officient method of utilising tropioal hardwoods. 

Thus it Is reasonable to suppose that the heterogeneous nature of the 

forests which yield these species will give a mixed cellulose pulp in 

whieh Ion« and short and thick and thin fibres are to come extent balanced. 

In this way it should be possible to simulate, to 3ome extent at any rate, 

one of the great advantages of softwood cellulose pulp which a single species 

of hardwood pulp cannot realise; thus it should be possible to achieve a balance 

between the thin-walled spring fibres and the thick-walled autumn fibres. 

These fibras as such, do not occur in tropical hardwood, bat a combination 

of the varied types of fibre found in suoh hardwoods might produce something 

approaching the same effect from the papermaker's point of view.    Whether 

this is possible dspsnds on the heterogeneity of the foresta and on the 

uniformity of the heterogeneity over a wide area.    Unfortunately one does 

not always find this degree of uniformity.    Tnere can be patches of one 

particular spaeles and, some distarne away, a stand    (which may be large 

or small) in which anothar species predominates.    Elsowhere, and perhaps 

also not far away, there oan be stands consisting of mixed species,    m 
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other won* it U « 4im.»n to r,ly on obtains a completely «If« 

mixture even if all the *«» are out and ultimately mixed toe««,«. 

4. ifon-Fibrous Constituents 

in view or .tat has teen written above it is not surprise that 

these constants «* al,o varied, and that the» differ in character from 

those of a» softwoods.    Of th» »Inorai constituante silica h« already 

heen mentioned » HI*- * introduce difficulties on chipping and inter- 

ference with the soda recover, process if a» alkaline proceas is u.ed (s.. 

1).    Amon, the orKa,„c con,tlW, the variety is even «reatar,    «iU. th« 

oils and resins which one associât,, with the conifers are less in evidence 

with the  tropical harmed,.    *»"• H«e  i. tal- by tannins and colouring 

«t.«3 which « difficult to deal with Wore production of a pu!P of good 

colour is involved.    Or. the other hand, ac^ of the darX-oolourad troplo.1 

hardwoods are surprising easy to bleach 11  suitably dige.fd before 

others perhaps paler originaUy. are extreme* difficult to bleaoh - for 

no apparent reasons,    mere i, llttl • doubt that, giver, a «fflrt-t vari*, 

of coo*lnC facilities, it would be possible to coo* . tropical har*»od so 

that it could be bl«*h-d to a «xxl white colour.    However, thi. «*t 

costi,,  and the ulUmate effect would only be to de^ad. the fibres fro. th. 

streng ptlnt or 1*    «-,— -» ««-er wood, are weU Known .ource. of 

tannin,  and it m, b* possibl, to eombine tann-n extraction with . palp 

producine, procer,,,  -.hu- ti" -«" »uW •» «"«"« fOT tMmlB MO°V'nr 

in the fir.t ins^cc and «hon U..i objective constituent 1. removed 

the rendue would > ready tor tu, P*!,^ or»«».    Measles of tnl. Xlnd 

have been operated on hardwood, (as „taatnul)  fro. the temprate «M. of 

Europe    on the otbw hand wattle Is less  erodine in thl. «.pent. 
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As in the aase of softwood, Hnntn Is one of the most important 

non-oellulosic constituents of the tropical hardwoods and,as «ay be exP3cted, 

it shows great variations in amount.    For instance, contents of approximately 

&$ have been found, which is weil above the average for tlw hardwoods of the 

temprate zones.    On the other hand come species give very much lower licnin 

contents, 30 that here aeain generalisations cannot be mudo. 

5.  Specific Qravlty 

Tue difficulty of transporting many of the tropioal hardwoods by 

flotation in rivers has already been mentioned.    However, the basic substance 

of the cull wall is vary similar for all wood«,  and it is the weitfit of wood 

substance per unit volume (which is related to the specific gravity of tho 

wood) which is the useful indication of these properties.   Specific gravity 

values reoorded ranee from 0.2 to 1.0 althoußh most of the species fall 

within the range 0.4 to 0.8.    The temperate hardwoods are usually lighter, 

ranging from 0.} to 0.6.    Althouch the wood substance may have a specific 

Gravity lighter than that of water, a lo^Siit still fail to float because 

of its high »oisture content, which reduces the specific gravity to that of 

water so that the loc ultimately becomes waterloRßcd and sinks. 

*>• MBroduolPi^yy 

A feature of tropioal hardwood forests, and indeed of many foraste 

throughout the world, is the difficulty of predicting what will liappon when 

the forest has been cut and it is allowed to ro-ßrow of its own accord. 

Actually the virgin forests of the world are now roduoed very considembly 

either by tho ravages of man, lire, insects or failure to adjust ovar a long 

period to loca oliaatic conditions.   Once a virgin forest is destroyed than 

the forces of nature battle for the ground which it freed, and other plant 

apecieo whloh aay have been struggling for oxistenoe in vain hitherto have a 

ohanoe to develop.    Tnu original trees thon either become extinct, or oomprls« 

a mjoh smaller proportion of the population.    In cenerei it may be said that 

tho trees which grow as a result of this type of develop»»*, (i.e.. 
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forest),  arc often of i-eiaUv-.ly Ut,lo uso l'w pulping.    Ones the 

equilibrium set up by nature has liaen disturbed by cutting or destruction 

otherwise of the virgin forest, the struggle for existence which then takes 

place usually appears to favour the rapid growth of small bushes, palms, 

mangroves and lianas as distinct from large-girth,   tall, straight twos. 

Tnls emphasises an important feature of all industries based on 

tropical hardwood«, namely  the essential natura of a preliminary study of 

reafforestation conditions before tne project is embarked upon.   Tne primary 

object of such a study would be to establish which species of trees grow 

bast under the new conditions, i.e.  after the virgin forest or existing 

forest has been cut;   and whether it will be possible to eliminate the 

unwanted resistant species.    Local climatic and geographical conditions 

will determine very largely the results of such a survey, and these results 

will undoubtedly differ from one tropical forest to another.    The only safe 

course is experimental plantations w ich should be established at soon as 

possible after the primary forest is cut, and especially if the forest area 

defined by the survey is not large.    Fortunately tropical forests have a 

high growth rate and indeed, 3 to 12 y*ars often suffices for many tropical 

pulp wood tro^s to grow to a sufficient girth to be used for pulping; an 

approximately 2.b cm.   increase in average diameter per annum has been 

recorded.    This rapid rate of growth asolata reafforestation experiments. 

Such experiments might,  of course,   suggest tliat it would be more 

advantageous  Lo plant an entirely different type of crop; bamboo or sugar 

cane for instance.    These arc useful agricultural materials in their own 

right, and their residues can be used for paper making.    Bamboo is a good 

duurc- of cellulose pulp,  and has r, longer fibre  i.han the hardwoods I  it is 

widely used iti India in substitution for th- softwood*.    Sugar oane would 
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yield not only sugar, but bacasse for paper manufacturo.    Tne «round 

available after cutting primary forests Is usually favourable for 

alternative crops of all Kinds, but only experiment can decide which iB 

the bant to plant; and the indications will not be the same in all cases. 

Trie problems of accessibility have already been mentioned under 

Location (above), but these are also important In connection with 

reafforestation expsriments.    Often the vircln forests are inaccessible 

by reason both of the lack of communications and the secondary forests 

surrounding the«, and these foreste are m many cases the results of 

fires which have occurred throughout the centuries.    In general the 

tropical hardwood forests consist of lar¿e and straight trees, often 

in swampy locations with a think undergrowth of jungle.    Exploitation, 

therefore, presents difficulties although, with modern methods and equipment 

these can be reduoed;    the effect on the economics of the process is 

nevertheless often only too evident.    In this connection, reference may 

be made to the woods of the Amapa region of Brazil aear the mouth of the 

Amazon, and here there are considerable and rich natural stands of wood 

such as imbauba and carlpa which are of the tropical rain forest typo. 

TtÚM has been the subject of a detailed study made under the auspices of 

th. Food and Agriculture   Organization (UNO) and le referred to further 

bslow. 

*•    §SW\n Survey of frftglo«! ^rdwo^o^Eo^gSa 

It is apparent that a couplet« survey of a hardwood forest is 

an extremely important feature of any investigation on the possible 

utilisation of the woods it contains.    This is because of the tremendous 

variation which oxJsts in the opeoiea and m the properties of the apeólas 
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present.    Unfortunately this itself often Involves difficulties owing 

to the Jaree number of species concerned and their irregular distribution. 

The usual,  and indeed only course, is to adopt a method of sampling which 

gives as representative a sample as possible of all the trees present, and 

yet covers as wide an area as possible in the sampling process.    This 

very often entails a considerable amount of work under rather difficult 

field conditions because each individual tree in the selected pulping area 

must be measured and otherwise evaluated; for example samples taken for 

pulp tests. 

Moreover, forest surveys for pulping purposes differ from the 

ordinary type of botanical survey, because the pulp maker is intereated 

only in trees of a suitable shape and size, and in weight of wood as 

distinct from volume. Tue conventional surveys are usually, ( and 

correctly) made on a volume basis, and corrections must then be applied 

if the results are to be interpreted on a weight basis because, as already 

pointed out, the moisture contents e id the spaoific gravity of the treea 

involved can vary over wide rangea. 

One of the best methods of carrying out such surveys is known as 

the stratified random strip method. It U  based on that developed by 

Griffith in 1952 at the Empire Forestry Research Station, Kenya. Thus in 

one example of «particular survey with which the writer was concerned the 

area selected for sampling was 12 x ?.b kilometre« and this, it was hoped, 

was typical of a total forest area of 3%000 hectares. Tue rectangle choaen 

was divided into six strips of 12 x 1.6 kilometres each and each strip was 

further diiMd..-d into 80 strips each of 12^' SO metre«. Two of each of the 

80 strips wore thon nolocted at random, thus giving 12 unit sample strips 

for examination. It should be mentioned that a good deal of terrain concerned 

war. in hilLy country, and this made more difficult the selection of the strina 

anrl the ultimate sampling of thorn. 
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In each case the trae was classified according to: (a) spocie3, 

(b) number present, (c) actual volume, (d) percentage volume, (e) volume 

per hectare, (f ) diameter. Tne diameters were divided into^ateeories. 

Of the area sampled, 3 per cent was 'blank' (i.e., road«, rooky 

ground, plantations, rivers, etc.); and 14 per cent was bush oocondary 

forest. It was found that only 9 of the most abundant species comprised 

more than 3 per cent of the total voluros of the Bample. Of these one only 

exceeded 7 per cent of the total. The total volume of these 9 species taken 

together comprised nearly Jb  par cent of the whole sample. In addition to 

these 9 species there were found approximately 110 named and measured species} 

and there were also about 100 various unnamad species which together compri a od 

6.9 per cent by volume of the whole (soe Table of results). The difficulties 

of dealing with this large number of different species in a well mixed tropfcl 

forest of this kind are obviously considerable. 

Scries   I 

Individual volumes exceeding yji\ 

äfiKlW Volume 

Bundjl 7.21 per oent 
Pita 3.38 
Ohila 4.93 
Kumunu >.17 
Kumunu-Kumunu 3.06 
Llanu 3.04 
Fenzi 4.52 
Tombo 3.47 
Tombo Simi ka 3.03 

Total Volume 35.81 

Serles II 
Individual volumes b^ßW 2,and yf> ï 

2.69 per cent 
Koma 2.75 
Kumunu Babongo 2.28 
Muvava 2.33 
Safukala 2.07 

Total Volume 12.12 
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Serjet   III 

Individual volunta between 1 and 2% 

9fiHat£ Volume 

Ban«* 1.48 par oent 
Bumbulu 1.08 
Fundugulu 1.19 
Kaau Kurnbi 1.02 
Kila Kurobi IO* 
Kisoko 1.22 
Kuaa Kuma 1.82 
Libala 1.55 
LÍDMHM 1.52 
Menga Menga 1.24 
Singa Libayì 1.24 
Singa N'Dola 1.41 
Tchitola 1.42 
Vania 1.66 

Total Voline 19.18 

S«tte* IV 

Individual volumes between 0.5 and 1% 

22 8peciea, total volume 14.69 par oent 

Seri« ì   V 

Individual volumes below 0.5$ 

4} Speoie«, total volume 11.25 per oent 

In all» 93 sampled of wood were examined, but as a result of the 

•tudy of the botanical survey it was decided to select only 23 of the wood 

species oollected, and to blend them together in the proportions by volume 

in which (according to the survey) they oocured in the forest in question. 

The log« received were debarked by hand, and ? to 3# of the total staple 

was removed in this way.   The debarked wood was chipped, and the ohi pa «fare 

well mixed to make a composite sample and these were used for the laboratory 

experiments.   It was felt that this 3bould correspond approximately with the 

type of blend which would be obtained by olear cutting.    Tne results of this 

experimental work arc referred to elsewhere in this Paper in conneotion with 
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the investigation, which took placa in the lower Coneo area. 

F.    Pulping Methods 

As will be realised,  the aelection of the optimum pulping 

conditions for n,i::ad tropical hardwoods could be difficult.    On the one 

hand there ia the possibility that the foreat containa a hißh proportion 

of tree, which oan beat be proceaaed by one particular pulping method.    If 

thaw tree, oan ba extracted economically on their own without the other 

treee (whioh .»ems unlikely lB many oaaea) then the pulping oonditiona 

could ba apaoified and uaed and a constant quality of pulp obtained. 

Howv«, thee, idaal oonditiona aeldom arise,    it is more often neceaaary 

to cater for a mixture, in which case the pulping condition« have to be 

«o adjuated ao aa to resolve the moat resistant of the conatituanta of the 

«ixture.   Thia inevitably means that the least resistant members of the 

•ixture ara overproceaaed - whioh results in turn in a higher oonaumption 

of ohamoal. and in a final pulp of lower strength.    The other alternativ, 

to thla   dilemma la to cook the mixture in a manner beat suited to the 

«•Jority of the constituents present, and to eliminate the minor under- 

digested spaclea by acraening; or to use the raaulting lower grada of pulp 

in lower grade, of paper, or in board,    if the resistant apeciea are not too 

abundant, simple aoreenlng may ba quite adequate for their removal. 

The barking of tropical trees la very often readily carried out by 

h«* and. alno, labour ia usually cheap and employment is short in the countrle. 

in which thaaa foraata occur, then thia method haa often much to reoosnand * 

Howerer, it la poaaible to treat the tree chemically either before of after 

cutting, and thia method ia now being investigated to facilitate the removal 

of the bark.    On the other hand aome tropical speciea can be digested 

•uooaMfully after mechanical barking, or even without barking if sufficient 
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.creine ft»ilitl- «• a-llablo.    ta* will d.p«d on tb. parUouLr 

typ3 of papjr to be made. 

Work carried out to date indicates with a fair measure of 

oortainty the following conclusioni.*: 

1. An ^»11» P».». l:- »« a..lUW« «.. t,c „«Wdtc procesa for the 

„reduction uf pulp,     m «•».  indeed Ml ....  «» albine P~»M 

1,; aaslcted b, the use or , -ild krrft li-juor.    H,we„er. »hether ti,l, 

should •» 1 or not   I« »« often deter.n1 „..I b, the pKoiblllt, «T 

obtains sulphur or iron pyritos n» within easy reach of the »ill 

cosmea.    U »ulphur i- «* obtainable at a «—.I. prl". «» » 

Btraiöit alkaline proacnr; muai, be used. 

2. Both the soda and soda-sulpnur (aulete  or Kraft)  processes aro stable 

for the production of bleached or unbleached pulps. 

y Tne soda-sulphur proceso anally,  is suitable for bleached pu*.    In 

«encrai this procès, aW^ to bo t.„ most  prorfninp for mixed tropical 

hardwood,.    It is very adaptable to a wide  ran,* of species,  and it in 

flexible in that it can oroduc, a greater ruifie nf pulp« from a given 

mixture of wood..    Also it tends to «Iva strong pulp than do the other 

process, and with the •»«: sopUistloatud  «*«*« of blea,hinC prosee*, 

(such as those uaino chlorine dioxide)  it i« possible to rotaia the 

strength and yot obtain a readably hi & decree of briChtness and 

cleanliness.    Finally such a pro3ess can very often di^st many types 

of bark, especially the IJßhl coloured bark« which occur on some- tropical 

trees.    It often,   indeed usually, dissolves the other non-celluloaic 

constituent« of wood,  such as l3u».  resin,  and other extractivos. 

4. Consideration bus also t, be tfven to acnrt-oh-doal processes which have 

been found useful in certain «asea and,  if followed by multi-staff 

bleacldnr, can even he used ti. obtain , bleached »«In of reasonably *x>d 

colour.    The posibilitar, of .cmi-eh.mioal sulphite pulp also have to 
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be born» in Blindi in this connection. 

5. It INRI unlikely from present experience that high gracie groundwood 

pulp or even chemi-groundwood pulp« can be mad* successfully from mixed 

tropical hardwood«.   However,  certain individual species exist which 

give  passable resulta.    Experience with substitutes for coniferous woods 

for th« manufacture of groundwood for newsprint havt never baen vary 

suoceeaful.    It seems unlikely that the tropical hardwoods are an 

exception to this experience,   especially when it is remembered that eaa« 

of running on the paper »achine in the cas« of newsprint is Just as 

important a factor as the properties and paper waking qualities of the 

pulp itself. 

6. In -this connection the use of mixed tropical hardwoods for making 

corrugating taedluai needs to ba borne in mind, but economic objections 

oan arise with auch a product, which has so low a selling price as 

with moat papers made from wood pulps. 

0.   Investigational Approach to the Forests 

The sum total of the above statements nay be summarised in th«« 

followinm; reooamandations for the «ethod of approach to the Investigation 

of a particular forest as a source of material for pulping. 

1. In the first place a survey should be made of all the species in the 

format under study, i.e., the type of forest study given as an example 

above in whloh the proportions   by weight of the trees present are 

estima ted. 

2. k preliminary sorting test should be o arri ed out so aa to separat« those 

specie« whioh oannot be pulped under reaaonably dran tic conditi on«, leaving 

those which oan. 

3. Then fuller pulping tests should be oarried out individually on the remainder 

of the apeóles whioh are probably more amenable.    In this way the preferential 

pulping procedure oan be selected. 
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• >/ of ' '4. The next :;t,:ä:e  -I      J-1-' l"    U:<: • •eilecaon  of upeeiou con.prlslnr; Y',>; 

of the total   volume of wood available;   this mast b¿> dist.ingui8hod 

from the  total  number of trees; available.     Duo r'«ßrd should b.? paid 

J'jrat  to  Uieir uvu Labili ty and sjocundly  to  the ease with which they 

can be pulp :d. 

').  If a forect.   j:;  clear-out  this; mi.",ht mean  a r,ortinr> process  which eliminates 

say,   th<! ¿Ott of the whole lure ;i; which   it; very resistant  to  pulping as 

shown by  trie  preliminary oxpjriincuts:   or,   of course, which  is more valuable 

for other purpor.es such as sawn timber  for furniture and plywood, etc. 

Then the rumai ni nr, W should be invjst. looted in order to ascertain their 

pulping; eharact.jriut.icii.    T-.is; operation l'aliti into tw> Headings:   (a) the 

beat chemical process-, for pulpiti purpose•;•;;   (b) the t/pas of paper in 

which  the mixed  pulp j:; (>e.';t, ured. 

The above  procedure ivi:; tkicn used by the writer successfully Jn a 

number of tropi oui hardwood forest studies;,  and it han been found that 

reasonably  reliable and cone ¡stent  results may be obtained so far ac 

pulplnr, experiments and the properties  of the paper arc concerned.    However, 

th.; procedure recommended   i e oaLy  an   instrument used   to ascertain the 

feasibility  <>f   the  study.     In actual  fact urne of those studies has come 

to fruition,   the reason beinr; largely  economic, as indicated elsewhere 

in thio report. 

11•  dcea for Tropical Hardwood Puifco 

If one studies the literature  of  the subject one finds a lart'e 

number- of opinions on this subject,  mostly  optimistic.    Tnus  in one of the 

studies» reform d to   iu  this paper tlie  follow!nc conclussions wore reached: 

(1) Unbleaehod pulpo may  be used for up  to  iüü^ af the furnish in scoond- 

L'.raflc wrappings.     (2) Tne addition to thou'.: of relatively small amounts of 

coni Cerone  pul pu would enable paper.-; approaching:; ['irst-urade wrappings to be 

made.     [:))  ULe;iehed  palpa could be used   in  hifii praportiona  (ani in soma caa«s 

exclusively),   for the munuf aoturc of writ ine« and printing.     CO Rayon pulpB 
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oould «lso be produced from the bleathed craves, although the above study 

did not envisage the manufacture of th.se.     (5) The manufacture of ßround- 

wood pulps seems to be an unlikely possibility, and is exclude.    However, 

it may be possible to make pulps for newsprint by means of the cold caustic 

»oda procesa, although the particular study cited does not take this 

poaaibility into account. 

Unfortunately many of these opinions are misleading bacause they 

•re baaed «n the technical quality of the pulps rather than the economics 

of their promotion.    It is well-known that it is possible to make good 

eelluloae pulp from almost any growing plan*, but this can seldom be done 

•oonomically.    In the writer's experience the actual uses of pulps made 

fro« tropical hardwood, are very much more limited,    -ftey »ay be summarised 

as follow» for the varioua types of pulps which can be produoed. 

Steffi* felMt * ThMe «•** **•« Produced on experimental acale, but it is 

doubtful whether tropioal hardwoods can be regarded as a reliable source 

of this material on an eoonomio basis; especially as there are tried 

alternatives. 

With dissolving pulps there are, of course, exceptions to this 

generalisation.    One such appears to be Anthooephlua oadamba, a tropioal 

hardwood oocurring in Asia and the Far Beat and particularly in the 

Philippinee.    It ia of special interest bsoauee of its fast rate of growth. 

Work at the Tropioal Products Institute in London hoe shown that, using a 

pr«-hjrdrolyBi« kraft procès«, a promising dissolving /¿rade can be obtained. 

however, there ia no evidenae that this has been done other than on the 

laboratory seal*. 

B»fJ°IH4 Pult*» - It would be unwise to assume that bleached pulpe made fron 

tropioal hardwoods oould compete with the temperate hardwood bleached pulps 

whioh have now reached a high standard of quality in the northern hemisphere. 
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However,  it it; more  Likely  tiuil by  taking certain seh-ct-d species,   Giving 

thorn individual attention and rlr.orously excluding the others,   a competitive 

pulp might be produced,    liven so, on balance   tnor¿ in likely to  ba an 

unfavourable comparison b -tween temperato nardwoods ami the  tropical hard- 

woods,  and much will  depend on U;e price of   th<    latter - which   is  equivalent 

to  the price at which  the  wood .-an be pu renamed.     Another factor which 

intervenes will   be the market in which the  pulp  if: to bo sold.     If     thsrc 

is a local paper market,  thon bleached tropical  hardwoods from .selected 

spacien might well serve a useful function if only to save foreign currency, 

although the quality of the paper is likely   to  bo poorer for the change. 

The   types oí   papers   in which  the  pulp» can b; used would probably 

be th2 cenerai-purpose  printing, and posrvlbiy  the prwrer ¿'rade3 of writings. 

It is unlikely  that they would bo suUabie l'or uso  lu any lar^e quantity in 

the nicher grades of paper comparable with those  produced in the northern 

hemisphere. 

Wrappings.  - If one considere unbleached wrapping then there is  probably a 

fairly good scopo for palps made from tropical  hardwoods whore  strength is 

not of importance.    There  in usually a   ;ood market for such pulpa  in the 

developing countries and  the question of strength, cleanliness  and general 

appearance is often a minor consideration.     However, this is only  a short 

tenu view; without doubt, in time the quality  otan iarda demanded  in these 

countries will be equivalent to those which at  present exist in the northern 

hemiophere.    In  this event  it if unlikely  that,  the tropical hardwoods will 

be economically of much use unless some now process in devised for improving 

thorn.    In this connection  it should he noted   that methods for the  final 

screening of pulp have improved considerably durint^ the last few years,  and 

some tropical  hardwood pulps which produced unfavourable reports 10 yeara 

ago could probably  be brought to a much higher decree of cleanllnece by U3ing 

the modern methods.    However,  here again the  tjuuatlon of economice ariaoa. 
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Perhape a mors promising outlet for the unbleached tropical hardwoods 

would be as additives to stronger coniferous pulps to produce wrappings 

which are fairly strong;  for example, a coniferous Kraft wrapping might 

ha», say,  one-third of its furnish replaced by a tropical hardwood, and 

the loss in strength may well not matter for the purposes for which it ir, 

used.    If the tropical hardwood pulp is home-produced and very much cheaper 

this could be a viable proposition in the producing country.    Here again, 

much dependa on local markets and conditions. 

W«"«yi"t- qpundyood Pulp. - it has been claimed that such pulp has been 

made from tropical hardwoods, but there is no evidence that a paper in 

any way oowparable with the newsprint and raeclianioal printings as known in 

the northern hemisphere has been made on an economic basis.    In any oase the 

Belling price of such a pulp would be very low, and probably inoommansurate 

with the oost of producing the pulp. 

W'Çftfilfttl MPS. - These probably offer the greatest possibilities, for 

instance In the manufacture of board cr, possibly better still, in the 

manufacture of corrugating medium for carton manufacture.   However, here 

again the quantity of pulp whioh would have to be produced in order to make 

the project viable would have to bo considerable, and this would entail a 

larga local carton consumption.    In the developing countries where these 

foresta ooour, the consumptions of cartons are not great enough to make 

such a scheme viable j and it must be remembered that for overy 100 tons of 

corrugating medium produced one must obtain, (from imports as a rule), some 

200 tons of kraft liner paper - whioh oannot be produced from aemi-chemloal 

tropical hardwood«.    Her» aaain,  therefore, there i3 the question of quality 

versus expedience.    Nevertheless, corrugating medium does offer a possibility 

for this pulp, assuming that the economics can be satisfied. 



So fur as the production of board J:-; conccrni.fi>   the palp 

should ba suitable, particularly for the thinner subotancea - such as 

cardboard.    With the  thicker nubstuucs there  In a tendency to obtain 

a rigid product, which tenda  to warp on drying and generally lacks the 

subtle character of true board made in laminates  on a vat machine. 

Probably more investidatj.oris on  thase lines would yield a hotter product, 

but this has not boon achieved as yet. 

In developing countries  tropical  hardwoods can sooutinea be 

blended with other local products,  not necessarily woody, and a scheme 

of this nature was put forward in Malaya 3ome time ago.    Trris referred 

particularly  to rubber wood and it was felt that,  the following, blends  of 

materials were worth examining: 

1. Rubberwood and the tope; and branches of timbar trees, for the manufacture 

of hardboard. 

2. Pad! straw,   (au/jnented with lalang) and barabjo,  for bleach3d chemical 

pulp;   and rubberwood (perhaps augmented by y emane)  for mechanical  pulp. 

Tnase pulps to be blended for the manufacture of a rangd of writing and 

printing papers. 

;). Pineapple leaves and laiang for bleaehed chemical palp, and rubberwood 

Tor mechanical pulp;  these  puips  to be blended to make a range of 

writing ar     printing, paperr; ani p^rnaps wrapping paper. 

4.  l'adi  straw  (augmented with pineapple leaver)  for ntrawboard,  by lime 

cooking. 

I. Kxampli^ of the use of Mixed Tropical liardwuQdforests 

T.t la difficult  to mai:e a r.oleotlon of examples which will  bs 

really informati ve ^oeauae co few have corne   to real fruition.    A numher of 

studies have, however, been made, and several within the present writer's 

experience are described in placea in the Report.    Tue difficulty is  that, 

as stated repeatedly above,  no two sets of conditions, no two regions and 
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no two types of founts .re alike; and each project «ist thus be coiu.id.red 

on It. own merits. In selecting examples, therefore, on, is liable to t*ke 

a o..e which is typical only of itself and one oannot, therefore, argue m 

general terms from it. The following examples therefore, are selected 

firatly becauee the writer is familiar with them: and secondly becau,e they 

illuetrate a diversity of conditions and of regions. 

One of the most comprehensive laboratory studies of tropical hard- 

wood, ia that carried out by K.  Lauer of the University of Alabama.    He was 

principally concerned with tree, from the Amazon valley in Brazil and hie 

result., therefore, are appropriate to the present paper.    The species 

selected for the full acale testa were the paumulato. abiurana, breuhranco, 

lmbauba IT.  imbaub. IV and p*l»eiria assai, the last being the local palm 

tree.    Th.ee specie, had lignin contents ranglne from ¿4.8 to 23.3* and 

alpha-oellulo«. content, fro» 46.2 to 49.2*.    Tn accordance with generally 

accepted view, it was assumed that the alkaline proceas would be the most 

promising one. 

Each species enumerated above was digested on its own, and the 

re.ulting pulp, were analysed and evaluated for strength.    Tne digestion 

time wied from 2 to 4 hours, and the temperature from 165° to 170°C; the 

total chemicals ranged from 18 to 2456 with a sulphidity of 25 to jX>*.    The 

yield, ranged from 42 to 59* the last-named beinß recorded for paumalato. 

A» might be expected, the yielde from the palm were low, i.e. around 40 to 

46*, but the long fibre constituents gave the pulp high tearing and folding 

strength value..    High alkaline consumption was necessary to achieve this; 

and this was in line with the high ligntn content which necessitated a higher 

eonauaption of ohetnteals. 

Perhaps themost important generalisation to be drawn from these 

test« is the fact that, unlike the conifers, the chemical composition of the 

pulp« provida« little or no tndioation as to their quality.    The best that 

oould be read into them was the faot that pulps with hi£i breaking length 
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contain greater amounts of pentosan,. Hiere is also nome indication that the 

alpha-cellulose of the wood holooollulooee has a bearing on sheet properties; 

yet there war. no correlation between palp quality and the fibre length-to- 

width ratjo. It therefore seems that different criteria of evaluation must 

be used when tropical hardwood;; are b,ing considered, as compared with the*,; 

adopted for the oonife.-u, and even for the temperate hardwoods. This 3 8 in 

line with experience with non-woo.iy fibres, where it is even less easy to 

derive information baaed on criteria used in the evaluation of pulps from 

conifers. 

Further exporiraents dealt with mixtures of certain of the above 

woods, and these were compared with those of industrially manufactured 

kraft pulps from mixture« of southern hardwoods and of hardwoods and pines. 

One mixture consisted of 1} selected speoies. which were present in proportion 

ranging from h  to 11* of the whole. Comparison of the resulting strength 

teste showed that the breaking lengths of pulp from the mixtures of the 

tropical hardwoodr, are aboul equ*l to thoae of the industrial southern hard- 

woods; however, the burnting strength, tearing resistance and folding 

resistance are somewhat lower ff^v the tropical pulps. Tnis again 13 in line, 

with general experience with tropical hardwoods elsewhere in the world. 

Finally, teats were made to investigate the possibility of 

obtaining high jfeld pulps from tropical hardwood. For this purpose neutral, 

sulphite and sulphate cooking méthode were used with two species Lúcuma 

disappaia and S,cr^Dla_iuranvana<and with a mixture of 3 different species. 

Yields ranging from 60 to •&.'(* were obtained for the sulphate pulps and 

from f>0 to -ft* for the neutral sulphite semi-chemical (NSSC) pulps. There 

ware also other indications of the definite advantage of alkaline pulping 

over the neutral sulphite nomi -chemical proceas. With identical yields «io 

physical pulp characterises were higher for the alkaline pulps, even for 

the poorest of then.. On the other hand all the high j^ld pulps from the 

.ddita 
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Inline (sulphate) digestions had a darker red brown colour than the light 

«r.y of the *SSC pulp.    ThiS difference waa in evidence »hen bleaching testa 

WM 0Wrlad °Ut-   A M*"p «onaumption of chlorine and alleali waa «quired 

for the alkaline pulps than for the NSSC pulps, but the brightness of the 

latter was the better. 

To aun up, the alkaline process gave better pulp qualities for 

ld^tio.1 yields; and the HSSC prooeas gave lea. chemical cotation and 

high yield and brightnea. for identical atrength oharaot.rietios.    m ,he 

unbleached «tat. the, pulp, oorreapond with those obtained by aislar 

l*ooe..e. fro. aah. rn.pl. or eucalyptus; but the bleached palp« wer. poorer, 

•xpeclally in colour. 

It ie very interesting to compare   the fore«ta of the lower Congo 

in Meat Africa with thoa. of Central Mooaabique ln UMt ^^    ^ fomM, 

are about J00 adle, and the latter 1,300 »ilea south of the Equator, and they 

«a ..prated by the breadth of Africa - ace 2,000 *51.B.   Both are area, of 

«etra«, heat and huaidity, with a well-defined rainy aeaaon, but, wharea. the 

Cow fore.ta are in hilly country, the Mocaabique foreats are in flat «id, 

•t time«, awa»py land only 500 feet above sea-level,    m general, the Congo 

foraat. ar* dense, the treea are very tall, and atraight, and unbranched, «ul 

the nuaber of different »peci., present i. very large.    In Mtuajnblque on the 

other hand, the fornata are very apara«.   The tree, are ouch shorter and «»h 

•ore stunted, and they are branched fro« or near the ground} moreover, they 

ara Interspersed with areas (vary extensive m places) of scrub and awaapy 

ground, with an abundance of elephant gras. (Penalsctum purpurea» Schua.). 

Baafcop and papyrus are al«o to be found in smaller quantities.    Growth 1. 

vary rapid, a tree 10 «. tali being obtained in 10 to 15 years.    The neat 

interesting difference as compared with the Congo foreats la the relatively 

raatricted range of species of treea encountered.    In one quite large area for 

instance, sea» 80 to 90 per cent of the forests consist of two specie, only, 

namely, Miss.ee (Brachysteala spieif»^^ ^ Wxmuti (FJptadeDla ^^.^, 
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The former predominates, comprising seme 6o par cent, of the whole. Also 

found* thoußh more rarely, are Küver Tree, Acacia, Mangrove (Rhizophora 

species), Kasu, Baobab or Imbondeiro (Adansonia digitata), Mcgerenge (Albi/.i 

species), Chamfuda and Urabelo. Of these, the last two only are of importance 

for sawn timbar, Chamfuda beine specially suitable for railway sloepsrs. Of 

course. Acacia and Mangrove supply barks which yield valuable tanning agents. 

It is perhaps also usnl'ul to consider here in rather more detail 

the study in Congo,Brazzaville and referred to above. 

The foresta cover the slopss of a number of relatively steep and 

short valleys which run in an approximately North-South direction towards 

the valley of the Boukoula River, along which rutin the railway line between 

Brazzaville and Pointe Noire. The valleys are compi rati vely steep and 

narrow, but it should not be diffioult to work along the bottons of the 

valleys, felling the trees on either side and dragging them down to the 

botton of the valley by gravity, working up the sides of the valleys all 

the while. 

Areas of grassland oocur at various places in the forest Bordering 

on these the forests are of a secondary charaoter, and the samo applies to 

the borders of the roads and tracks for the making of which it has been 

necessary to olear the primary forests. Features of thj secondary forests are 

palms, bamboo, and a relatively large proportion of small treoa of little 

value for paper manufacture, as well as a good deal of thick undergrowth, ft 

therefore appears that ths nature of the seoondary forçat appearing when the 

primary forests are cut needs to be controlled carefully if raw material for 

pulping is to be ensured in perpetuity. It has however, been calculated on 

a conservative- basis that existing supplies for a mill producing 40,003 tons 

of pulp par annum should be available for about 4o years and possibly for a 

second oycle of growth of 40 years following that. In tlie intervening parlod 

there should be ample time to plan for the control of the future growth of 
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this forest, seeing that in *0 years it should be possible to ascertain 

which species «re best 3uited both to the climat, and for the manufacture of 

pulp. 

h a report on the possibilities of local materials for paper in 

Malay«, consideration was given to a number of tra« and other agricultural 

materials, but as the medium to lieht hardwoods are used for .timber their 

market values are consequently well above the economic figures for pulp. 

There i. indeed no problem concerning the disposal of these suterials and 

it 1. axiomatic that pulp cannot compete with saw logs for „ood. Tne tops 

and branch*, moreover are more likely to be valuable for fibreboard 

manufacture, and probably rubber wood can be used in this way as well. 

Rubber wood appears to be worth thorough examination to ascertain the beat 

»athod of uaing it for paper pulp, its fibre and chemical properties are 

aimtlar to tho.e of the eucalyptus species, which are widely used in Australia. 

C* the other hand there is the interesting possibility of an integrated rubo«, 

•nd rubber wood products industry with regular and reliable replanting schemes 

to provide the rubber wood and from it,>Wuce mechanic! or chemical pulp. 

Similar remarks were made about oil palm stems but these appear to 

b. 1.» proving material. Pineapple leaves were also considered and to so», 

extent these are analogous to sieal, which is wall-known as a paper making 

material of value where eoonomics are favourable. 

While rubber wood and other local hardwoods appear to be unsuitable 

for wrapping« (see above) the use of bamboo and the pineapple leave« »ight 

together produce a composite material having adequate strength for the lower 

Srades of wrapping, where oleanlinea« and strength are not of the prime 

importance. So far as writing and printing papers are concerned in Malaya 

on. i« faced with bleaching problems; nevertheless there are some promising 

apaoie«, in particular Gmelina arborea, which has been found promising pulp 

material on th. experimental scale not only in Malaya but also in Nigeria and 

••,rr~ —- 
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elsewhere.     Tue possibilities of uai.ng auch W.JüJS   leu* cardboard has already 

been dlscuaaed briefly above, and this too was under consideration in the 

study made in Malaya.    Thp oth^r alternative is fibraboard,  but this falls 

outside   the scope of this Paper. 

By way of contrast is an example from the Latin American equatorial 

bslt,  experiments on the pulping of cetico wood (Cecropi? fin. )  from the upper 

Amazonian regions of Peru.    Newsprint pulp was the main objective,  and good 

results were obtained from a mixture of cetico groundwood with 2[j to yZTjo 

spruce chemical pulp.    Satisfactory,  though rather inferior results were 

obtained from a mixture of sulphate pulp with JJP of cetico groundwood pulp. 

The work favoured the establishment of a newsprint mill based on cetico as a 

raw material. 

Broadlcavod species prodominate to  the extent of 75$ in the forests 

of the P'ar East which themselves comprise about '¿T)% of the total area of the 

region (India, Pakistan, China,  Japan, Burina,  indonesia, Thailand and the 

Philippines).    The remainder of the forests are coniferous.    However, only 

about cjO% of these forests are at present readily accessible for exploitation. 

Tne number of species is very large and comprises many hardwoods, but relatively 

few have commercial use.    Trie better knowti of these aro teak (Buraia and Malaya), 

oak,   birch and aspen (China and Japan), and indigenous; eucalyptus  (Indonesia). 

From a pulp-making point of view, much less is known of ths Par Eastern tropical 

hardwoods than of those of Central America and Afrioa. 

Tnere was not a r.ingle paper mill in Pakistan in 1947.    Bamboos ware 

available in large quantities and could lie used for high quality paper, but were 

too expensive for new-print.    An  investigation reported that Gewa (Exooecarla 

agallocha, Euphorblaceao) could be used for manufacture of mechanical pulp and 

then cheap newsprint,    it was found that  5.[) million cubic  feet of tiowa wood 

of ') in.   minimum diameter could by obtained annually on a substantially 
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sustained yiold basis for manufacture of newsprint.    A mill of 50,000 tons 

of paper annually was set up a Khuina in East Pakistan.    Gewa wood dries up 

quiokly and rotE and becomes unsuitable for pulping.     The extraction in 

rafts specially prepared and hauled by tugs fren, the forest to the mill 

site had to be organised.    3pecial blocks of forest were set apart for 

supply of wood to the newsprint mill.    After *orkin¿ for jomotims, it was 

found that by reducing the minimum diameter of billets and intensifying 

utilization,  the yield of Gewa wood could b3 increased to 5-7 million cubic 

feet per year.    The capacity of the mill was therefore extended. 

J.    Conclusions 

1. It is apparent that there are many uncertainties attached to the production 

of pulp for paper and board from tropioal hardwoods. 

2. Tne case of each forest mast be examined separately and assessed on its own 

merits.    It is unwise to generalize. 

3. In spite of the above it seems highly probable that in moat oases the 

tropical hardwood forests can make some useful contribution towards the 

problem of «nesting any shortage in the world-wide supply of cellulose. 

4. It is unlikely that the cellulose obtained from tropical hardwoods will 

be equal to that obtainable from the conifers in qualities such ae colour, 

cleanliness and strength, or cost of production.    This applies specially to 

the higher grades of pulp and paper (i.e., bleached grades), but much less 

to the lower grades, e.g., those used for boards.    It is obvious, therefor«, 

that the price at which the wood can b3 delivered to the pulp mill will be 

the deciding factor In determining the economic success or otherwise of a 

tropical hardwood pulp scheme.    Por many typ20 of paper the addition to the 

tropical wood pulps of a long coniferous fibre palp, even in relatively small 

proportions, will be essential. 

5. Por the above reasons it will usually be more logical to make (as far ae 

possible) pulp for paper suitable for looal consumption rather than to attempt 
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to compote with existing supplies oi' pulp from other parts of the world 

by exporti n/; to the world market:-.. 

6. Due recarvi must  bo paid   to the- utilisation or   those spades  of live 

from  the tropical forcato  which we of more value for specialized user; 

(e.c-.  sawn timber,   veneer,   fumi lure, etc.)  than us pulp.    Tneir 

segregation and utilisation where possi bio will  often help to carry the 

abnormal costs of developing tropical sites.    ÜirnJlar consideration can apply 

to the use oí' low grade wood as  a fuel [supplement. 

7. Any survey should aleo take Into account the lcmc-term view, namely, what 

will happen when the primary y tanda have buon cut, elthur as a result of the 

growth of secondary foreots,  or of a planned planting, programme. 

8. If the latter is decided upon tho questions arise what trees can be grown 

on a permanent rotation, and can they be pulped in the sari.-- plant and by the 

same proceas as used for  the  trees oi' the virgin forest? 

9. Finally,  on the economic  side it is important to balance the  (as a rule) 

oheapar wages, pulp wood and fuel costs of a site in an undeveloped roción, 

a/sainst the hißhor capital  cost of erectinti the mill and the higher chemical 

and transport costa.    If in addition the site  1ü so undeveloped as to Involve 

opaninc up and 'settlement' cost;., those may bo so tfreat as  to scaro away 

private capital.    There is  then usually a «tronc cace for governmental 

assistance of some kind towards thu initial conta of such colonization. 

10. An important decision that lias to be made when decidine how to deal with 

tropical hardwood foresta  is whether to clear-cut or whether to cut selectively. 

If the latter courre is adopted it is neeoaaary  to remove the species which 

have the better palpine properties and to deal  with them separately.    This 

means that other npeclos  (which either are too valuable for pulp wood or are 

unsuitable for some other rr-ison) have to bo left standing in the forest. 

Tnis is not always easily done; much depends on the proportion-and spacing 

of juch unwanted (cr temporarily unwanted)  troca.    If the latter are few in 
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such a« hm, 0r '        U °* if th, terrain ls dlf,,. 

of the selected t, "     "'^ rr°r" road'"     The mjn- Ced t'-ees mu,-;t  bc PuJpina properties 
'Jt     ^tuijp/J     i,,, ' "'•'tú 

rc  '-h«y are f»    .,., ,,40t,3 wo'il-l 
«** a „ay ttat  ""•    th, f,lu,lr »,,,, 

•»•anted «pacify.    _ ••I<i«ru^o(j in 

»inijBUB, of dlff,„ ,, '" talifeli °"t of th-> f 
aUTicuUy.     Fortunato.y ..£v 

ÍÜPOi,t *"* the 
"•<*•*.     Aœor, -    - «•  apoBlw do offer 

°Ctn *">•• subject oc -„  iS'  ,l-r«Wd 

fore"wu -—. ««,. anu '^ 7*" —* «». «, ^ 
0Ver the forest     M. Y "eU fln* ««ejcpaot^ 

"f"    *«*«» 1S , p.,rticu,  „, Ap9Cted «P^iea taking 

ra^  and belba ln Cont ^ a« rePiaoe. 
*•<* virein forest« °a Glm*J-arly, takfitî 

eetS °nce th— have been fcll   ,                                    ^ the lan« 
find that a useful f e(U    Iri *Ws eve^    « 

useful ioreEt t. replaced bv 
Vcnt' on* »lent 

*'  °r eVen * aomething quit. '  ^ Sümat,lln« 
—« 8h,ubü of a stuntR;ty; — - —o,öt3,on ie not 

- * - —l  tr„    cw ;tj7 - S*»^ « . in 

be«au6e it i. number oi" yn,^ 4 U lß eS8e«tiaUy a w-t^ 
S ln advance' 

S tettn «*°Jaet.    Many dev»iooin v developing countries 
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are not prepared to plan far ahead, and such capital as  they Lavo Tor invest- 

ment is required for immediate projects and must yield a return as soon as 

possible.    Consequently raccendati«»« Tor piantir« on a long-term basis so 

that in 7 years at  the least,  but perhaps even over 10,   a forest will Iw 

obtained suitable for a papar Jndusury.  *>*" not always appeal;   indeed it 

seldom appeals.    There seem, little doubt,  however,   that  this  Is the wisest 

thine to do, and if the tropical  hardwood forest can be replaced by 

eucalyptus or preferably tropical conlfere,  then this is a very logical 

proposition and one that can hardly full economically  in the ion* ran.    The 

reason 1«, that if the conifers aro not waited for wood palp production 

they arc always a tree of value in other branche, of the eoonuny;  and In any 

case,  they eruw rapidly and they produce, ao to .peak, a standard tree and, 

therefore, a standard wood.    However, the reaction of exotic trees to their 

environment can bo unexpected;  and an example Is Auraucarla angustiala in 

Central Brasil; here proinir.inK stand, of plantation Parana pine, several 

years old ont apparently quite healthy, sickened just a, they  were cortnr. 

to maturity and died off -  and tuen; was no apparent reason. 

Reafforestation with these exotic«,   therefore,   la  prone to grave 

risks and hare again the question of risk!»* •>*»* on Lone-tor» projects 

which are not necessarily a dead certainty,would arise.     It is.  therefore, 

perhaps preferable to roafforest with a apee leo which is known to crow in 

the conditions concerned,  and this need not necessarily be wood.    Baauoo 

for exMple, is an extremely cood paper making fibre ao has been shown in 

india for «any years, and there is no doubt that reafforestation of certain 

clear cut ti ^ical hardwood forest land with bamboo would be a aiucesaful 

proposition.    The writer lias carried out studies on cultivated bamboo in 

Nepal, and it would appear that under those conditions at any rate it can 

be crown economically  'or pulp manufacture. 
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1.5. Whlohever scheme is decided on oarcf•,.     „ 
oarciul preparation muct b3 made 

because thero .nuet be no chance of u„. existin£, r 
,   ,.       +u existing fore,t buine used up 

"ÍOre the "" °°» - -«« — !.. „,,,     Th,. „roulj    
P
t •     , 1IUu otiouid not 

be beyond the bound, of poaslbl.Mtv. but  it entail 
on thP ö^rlnc-ntal work the -PBOl80 Cüncernüd ^  a;; 

So according to pian. 

Finally one may fittingly •,Tludf.  ,h. 
that *h«      , Papt?r "^ the Return that .he only thln, that i£ 

JDOUl: thti approach to t(-K> 
tropical hardwoods U it- „n,^  • * » *-•> "" uncertainty,     it i*     n,«-. r» 

it- 3«,   therefore,  extremely 
dangerous to renerai in»    „.,J        . 

fc.ner.ll8..  « eaoh partlcuUt. oaae ^ ^_ t(]e 

«T "a own fctalXM an<i .„^^ ^.^^ ^ 
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